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abstergía
It is an inflection of absterger that means wipe, wipe with a damp cloth.  It can also be used to indicate that it cleans or
sanitizes a lacerated surface or a wound (in medicine and nursing).   Clean, disinfect and sterilize.  It is a word of Latin
origin (abstergere: dry, wet).

abstersiones
abstersiones is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Sprays" being its meaning:<br>I think that question is by
spraying.  It is the action or effect of sprinkling.  It means spray, spray, hisopear, spray.  Disperse a liquid in the form of
cloud, smoke or droplets.

abstraes
It is an inflection of abstracted.  It is to direct attention fully to what is intended.  Ignoring what is happening around,
isolate themselves, engage in thinking.  Means clam is, become engrossed, pasmar is, isolate themselves, think,
meditate.

abstubo
It is an inflection of refrain. It means to refuse.

absueltas
It means that they were free, that they don't deserve punishment. Pardoned, released and free.

abubilla
Hoopoe is one of the common names given to a bird in the Iberian Peninsula.  Also are you cone ce as gurgute, cucute,
Cúcuta, bubela, parputa, gallico, bubulilla and cuscute.  It is characterized by having a tuft of feathers on the head.  Its
scientific name is Upupa epops and belongs to the family Upupidae.

abubillas
It is the plural of hoopoe.  It is one of the common names of a bird's scientific name Upupa epops Upupidae family. 
They also say cuscuta, cucuta, poipa, cucute.

abuchear
It means showing displeasure or protesting through screams, hissing and squealing. 

abucheará
That will give jeers coming soon. Prepared to reject someone shouts and whistles in public.

abuchearán
It means that you will receive in the midst of shouts and silbatinas.  They will Balk, they will cry, they offend.

abuchearían
It is an inflection of abuchear.  It means fail, disapprove, estigamtizar.  Public rejection by a bustle, noise, or silbatina.



abucheas
It is an inflection of abuchear.  It means to fail through cries and silbatinas.

abucheo
Demonstration of displeasure, protest or disapproval manifested with the mouth.  Generally these are whistles, shouts,
imprecations, noises or sounds of disapproval, such as buuuuuuuuh.  Silbatina, pitazon, screaming and whistling.  Hello,
I embrollo.

abucheos
Whistles, shouts of disapproval.

abudinear
It means mishandling state resources.  By extension stealing, appropriating the alien or allowing others to do so under
their complacency. 

abue
It's an apocopada way of saying Grandma.

abuela
Mother of my mother or my father's mother.  Woven wool slippers to protect themselves from the cold.  Nona, tita.

abuelo
Father of my father or my mother's father.

abuelos
Generally used to determine the elderly or elderly people.  The old men.  Parents of parents, either the mother or the
father.

abuelta
abuelta is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Granny" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is granny. It is a
way loving call to grandma or a little old lady. Elderly adult woman.

abuhardillado
Having appearance of an attic, room or bedroom walls and a sloping roof.

abuinche
Special machete that use the quineros.  It is a little shorter than normal.  Knife, Machetilla.

abujes
Abujes is the plural of abuje.  It is the same mite that is known as chigger, chincha and abujo ( Trombicula alfreddugesi )
It is the family Trombiculidae.  It is transmitter vector of diseases and cause much stinging or itching.  It is of biomedical
importance.



abujo
It's another way to call a little color, yaya or same.  It is a very small mite found in the paddocks.  It produces an intense
and unbearable itching.

abukir
The correct term is Abukir or Abu Qir ( 41 own name;.  The name of a seaside is Mediterranean epipcia, which is 23
kilometres of Alexandria.  Name of wide Bay where he was held a battle of the Almirante Horacio Nelson.

abulabás
The term correct is Abulabas.  It is a male Arabic name.  Name of a Caliph and name of a famous sufi born in Almeria. 
Abul Abbas is also written.

abulenses
Relative, native or resident to Ávila in Spain.

abuli
Abuli is the name of a council or locality of Oviedo, in the province of Asturias.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin
(there is also the surname Abulí, with tilde).  Abuli in Zulu language, means no.

abullonaban
To say they acolchonaban they acolchaban, they were softer, filling foam.  It is an inflection of abullonar, which means to
leave softer more cushiony, let more inflated, softer.

abullonar
It means look soft, soft, sparkling.

abullonó
It is an inflection of abullonar.  In Colombia abullonar is to give consistency soft furniture, fill it foam.  Upholstered.

abultaba
It is an inflection of bulking.  It means enlarge, swell, inflate, exaggerate, exceed.  That take the form of bulk.

abultaban
It is an inflection of bulking.  In Colombia we use the term to denote increasing size or quantity.  Make bulk.  Increase,
inflate, widening, inflate, expand, exaggerate, ponder.

abultado
It means making bulk, shaped bulk, enlarged, inflator, large, bulky.

abultamiento
It means swelling inflammation, bulk, ball, knot, nudosidad.

abultamiento del estómago



It means swelling or inflammation of the stomach.  Abnormal growth of the stomach, tummy or belly.

abultamientos
It means headlands, bumps, swellings, that something has been blown or inflation.  Elevations.

abultan
Mean increase, inflate, enlarge, overestimate.

abultarán
It is an inflection of bulking.  It means inflation, make bigger, appear larger, increase volume, exceeding.  Exaggerate,
ponder, inflate, swell, blowing, increase, enlarge, expand.

abultó
It is an inflection of bulking.  It means inflation, inflate, enlarge, exaggerate, increase.

abundaba
It means that you had enough, that they proliferated, that there were too many.

abundantes
It means that they swarm, they proliferate there too.

abundar
It means that occur in large numbers, there are many that are full, found in abundance, there is an excess.  Swarming,
proliferate, short, overrun, overflowing.

abundará
It is an inflection of abound.  It means proliferate, overflowing, swarming, short, left over.

abundaron
Means that before he had many, but now not.

abundáis
It is an inflection of abound.  It means that there are many, which proliferate, which swarm.  Short, overrun.  Also used
as a synonym for deepen, extend, enhance, reinforce, deepen, explain.

abuñuela
It is an inflection of abuñuelar.  In Colombia, it means to make balls or spheres of dough to make fritters.  Make fritters.

abuñuelado
In Colombia is a term used to designate a very inexperienced, novice driver.  Donut.  It seems or is a donut.  Very fat
and potbelly.



aburarán
It is an inflection of abura.  It means burn, burn, scorch, scorch, feel itchy.

aburelados
It means that it is a dark red, Blood Red Bull, between black and fawn color.

aburelan
It is an inflection of aburelar.  It means that they are painted or colored dark red.  Give color Bull blood.

aburelas
It is an inflection of aburelar.  It means to give a dark red, painted Blood-Red Bull to something.  Painted dark red.

aburguesamientos
Process of a person or community to also be.  It means acquire or attempt to acquire the status of bourgeois. 
Conservative, reactionary, traditionalist, accommodated, wealthy, opulent, comfortable.

aburotes
There are a few parrots of sub-Saharan Africa, which are characterized by having the short tail and head of grey
plumage.  They receive other names such as Senegal Parrot and the Parrot you-you.  Its scientific name is Poicephalus
senegalus and belong to the family Psittacidae.

aburó
It is an inflection of abura.  Means to feel the bite of insects, itch itching.  Burning ( burn ) , burning ( burn ) , itching, to
embrace, to heat, to boil.

aburra
It is an inflection of boredom.  Means to lose all interest.  Disenchanted, filled with boredom, teasing it, upset, cloying is,
not to feel enjoyment.

aburradas
aburradas is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Las Aburradas" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
the Aburradas.  It is the name of a town in the municipality of San Diego of Alexandria, in the State of Jalisco, Mexico.

aburrae
Indigenous who inhabited the banks of the river Aburra, in the Valley of its banks was formed what is now the city of
Medellín, Colombia.  The aburraes had their dominos near the Cerro El Volador.

aburraes
aburraes is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Aburráes" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Aburraes.  That he lived in the Valley of Aburra.  First Indians who lived where today is Medellin.

aburre
It is an inflection of boredom.  It means filled with ennui, boredom, hassle, boredom, fatigue, monotony, routine,
listlessness, apathy, apathy.



aburricion
boredom is incorrectly written and should be written as 40 boredom; with tilde ) being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is boredom ( with tilde ).  It means boredom, boredom, ennui, nuisance, fatigue, disgust, empalago, listlessness.

aburridora
It means it causes boredom.  What causes exhaustion or tedium, that tires.  Cansona, tedious, annoying, overwhelming.

aburrirán
It is an inflection of boredom.  It means tired, teasing, exhaust, hastiar, disgust.

aburrirte
It is an inflection of boredom.  Hastiar is, overwhelmed, are annoying.  It means not to feel pleasure.  filled with tedium. 
Tired, teasing you, do not enjoy.

aburría
It is an inflection of boredom.  It means filled with boredom, tire, hastiar is, teasing it.

aburrías
They are a very common birds in Colombian forests, mostly known as kettles, guayones, cuyuyas, or gualis.  They are
the family Cracidae.  The scientific name is Aburria aburri.  The gender of these birds is also Aburria.  They belong to
the order Galliformes.

abusarían
It is an inflection of abuse.  Mean are overzealous, exceed, overreach, take advantage.

abusas
It is an inflection of abusing and means is overzealous, exceed, profiting, deceive, exploit, overreach.

abusión
It is a word in disuse.  It means aguero, trickery, witchcraft and superstition.  Trap, deception, swindle.

abuta
It is the name of a genus of flowering plants which includes about 32 species, and they belong to the family
Menispermaceae.  They are native to Central and South America.  Originally from Colombia imène Abuta is extracted
Curare which is a powerful poison that Indians used to poison arrows and blowguns.

abutilones
Abutilones are 576 species of plants of the family Malvaceae which belong to the genus Abutilon.  Its flowers are five
petals.

abutilón
Abutilon ( thus without tilde ) It is a genus of ornamental plants, usually shrubby.  Some are native to Uruguay, ( Abutilon
striatum ) and 40 Brazil; Abutilon megapotamicum ).  The illustrious Abutilon was introduced in Colombia and is
originally from Asia minor; It is red-flowered and is named Red Abutilon.  They are from the family Malvaceae.  Its



foliage is always green and pretty flowers.

abúlica
That lacks energy or has no will.  Who suffers from abulia.  He has apathy, disloyusing, weakness.

abúlico
That lacks energy or has no will.  Who suffers from abulia.  He has apathy, disloyusing, weakness.

abúlicos
It is the plural of fanciful.  Means to say that he suffers from apathy, indifference, reluctance, laziness, passivity,
weakness.

abyan
It is the name of a Government or State in Yemen.  Its capital and main city is Zinjibar.  It is the center of operations for
terrorist groups such as the Islamic army of Aden-Abyan and Al-Qaeda in Yemen.

abyectas
In Colombia we use this term as a synonym for negligible, petty, ignominious, humiliating, degrading.

acab
It is a rare male name and of biblical and Hebrew origin.  It means "the brother is a father".  Name of a king of Israel
married to Jezebel.  He was the son of Omrí, also king.  He was also called Ajab.  It appears in the Book of Kings in the
Holy Bible.  He was a king of very low morale.  In English it is the acronym that appears in many demonstrations and
means "All Cops Are Bastards" which translates "all policemen are bastards". 

acabadas
It means that they are emaciated, exhausted, worn, used, damaged, worn, battered.

acabado
It is an inflection of finish.  It means finished, completed.  That was already completed.  That it does not require more
work.  Completed, done, completed, exhausted, spent, hurry, consumed.

acaballada
It is the feminine of acaballado.  It is an inflection of acaballar or acaballar is.  You want to tell riders, mounted on a
horse or something similar with her legs open.  It means cover, mounted.  It will also facilitate the intercourse between
male and female in horses to pretend to play them.

acabamos
It is an inflection of finish.  It means complete, conclude, finalize, complete, end, exhausted, spend, consume.

acaban
It is an inflection of finish.  It means complete, finalize, put the finishing touches, perfecting.



acabás
It is an inflection of finish.  It means terminate, end, finalize, finish.

acabestran
It has two meanings.  It means that placed the beasts the halter or rein to saddle them and then mount them.  Also
means that they tamed them, they teach them to tolerate the bridle, the reins.

acabildamos
It is an inflection of acabildar.  It is encouraging to reveal himself, to rise up against the Government.  Ignite tempers to
claim.  Encourage, stimulate, Excite, instigating, cause, incite.

acabiray
It's a Word in the Guarani language.  It is a way of calling in Guarani the Iribú, parao or Iribuacabiray.  It is a variety of
vulture or zopilote, which is located in the Chaco area.

acabose
It is an expression which denotes affliction, feeling of defeat.  It means disaster, the ultimate end, there is nothing else to
do.  Catastrophe, cataclysm.

acabó
It is an inflection of finish.  It means to finish, end, conclude, finalize, complete, complete, exhaust, spend, consume.

acabté
It's a slab to end.  It means getting something that was intended.  Achieve, achieve, achieve.

acacalote
It is one of the common ways to call in Mexico the water crow, somormujo, zampullín, maca or duck dive.  It belongs to
the genus Podiceps and the family Podicepidae .

acachatl
This term nahuatl which is used to designate the locusts of Earth. These are Orthoptera insect in the family Acrididae.
They are also known as grasshoppers, crickets, grasshoppers, tucuras. In Colombia we say crickets or chapoles. In
Mexico they are edible. They are a pest to agriculture.

acachul
Acatlxochitl .  It is a common name for a plant, also known as sour capulin.  The word is of Nahuatl origin and means
flower of the cane.   It belongs to the family Primulaceae (formerly Myrsinaceae) and its scientific name is Parathesis
serrulata.  It also receives the common names of acatlxochitl, primrose, soap dish, anagalide, tililjá, barberry, actalauat,
actalán or cinco negritos.  Intoxicating drink that is prepared with extracts of this same plant (in Mexico). 

acacia de girardot
In Colombia it is the common name of a legume tree ornamental of red flowers.  It is also known as flamboyant or red
acacia.  Its scientific name is Delonix regia and belongs to the family Fabaceae.  Acacia's abundance of Girardot, in this
beautiful port of the Magdalena River, made it called "The City of Acacias".



acacia del japón
Also known as the pagoda, false acacia of the Japan tree, Sophora Japanese, sofor.  It is a tree whose scientific name
is Styphnolobium japonicum (also used technically Sophora japonica) and is of the family Fabaceae.

acacia forrajera
It is the name of a forage plant in the Fabaceae family.  Another common name he receives is Leucaena.  It is also
usually called hediondilla, sarsar, grain, granolino, guaje, fur, leleque.  In Mexico it receives many different names.  Its
scientific name is Leucaena leucocephala. 

acacial
It's a place full of acacias.  Acacia forest.

acacias
Acacias is the plural of acacia.  It was a genus of trees whose technical name is currently Vachellia.  They belong to the
family Fabaceae and are about 1400 accepted species and some described 3000.  Acacia is a name of several species
of trees in the family Fabaceae.

acacitli
Acacitli or Acazitli, was the name of one of the founders of Tenochtitlan, the capital of the Aztec Empire.  Its name in
Nahuatl language means "Reed Hare".  His daughter was the spouse of the first Tlatoani Acamapichtli (which sends,
which governs, which makes the rules).

acaco
In Greek mythology he was a prince of Arcadia, son of Lycaon.  He was Hermes' teacher in his childhood.  It is said of
him that he had no mercy. 

acacoyoti
It is one of the common names of a grass (family Poaceae), plant scientific name Coix lacryma.  It is a name used in
Mexico.  Also referred to as Job's tears or tears of San Pedro.  Adlay, Adlai.  It is a plant native to Malaysia, but
introduced and very widespread in America.  Used much in crafts to make necklaces, earrings, bracelets and rosary or
Rosary.  Acacoyotli.

acad
It was the name of a region located to the North of Caldea, in lower Mesopotamia, Assyria and Sumer.  Acadia.  Another
name of Agade, Akad, an important city in this region.  Sargon of Akkad, was the first ruler of unified Sumeria and
Acadia.

academia
In Colombia it is used to refer everything to do with education and teaching.  Type of educational establishment.   It is
also used to describe cultural establishments (Dance Academy, Academy of folk dances, Ballet Academy, Academy of
music of strings, Academy of language).  Teaching establishment.

academicismo
It is the trend or doctrine which defends the academic training of human beings to achieve their maximum development. 
In art is the tendency to defend classic, contrary to expressions of renewal and rebellion.  Classicism.



academy
It's an English language word meaning academy.  It can also mean school, military academy or military institute and
also, boarding school.  Educational institution .  teaching. 

académico
Related to teaching or the Academy.  Corporate, institutional, school, College, education.

acadianos
Name given to French descendants who formed settlements in various parts of North America.  They come from Acadia.
 Acadia was the name assigned to a French seat in New France (it was founded 4 years before Quebec).  After being
expelled by the British they formed settlements in what is now the State of Louisiana in the United States and there they
were also called Cujones. 

acadianos o cajunes
They are also usually called cajuns or cadians.  It is the name of a town settled in southern Louisiana in the United
States.  They were descendants of French Canadians, displaced by the English from Nova Scotia. 

acaecen
It is an inflection of happend.  Does occur, happen, happen, occur.

acaecer
Mean occur, occur, pass, pass, pass,

acaecerá
It is an inflection of happend.  Does occur, happen, happen, occur, happen, ensue.

acaecerán
It is an inflection of happend.  It means that occur, it will be, they will happen, they will become, they befall, will be
produced.  Means is to produce, which will occur.

acahay
acahay is incorrectly written, and should be written as Acahay or acajay.  being its meaning:<br>Acahay or acahay was
the name that scholars of the legendary city of Napiniaca gave to men and women.  It is also the name of a city in the
South of Paraguay.

acahchay
It is an expression used in southern Colombia and Ecuador, used to express that you have or feel much cold.  It is also
used when you have a pain that is not very strong,

acahida
Name of a Mexican aboriginal people, settled in the Yucatan Peninsula. 

acahpata
It is a cooked directly the corn bread.  It is a p ' urhépecha 40 tradition; 41 Mexico;.  It is similar to the Arepa, pupusa.



acahual
It is one of the ways call the sunflower in Mexico.  It is a herbaceous plant with large yellow flowers.  Its scientific name
is Helianthus annuus and belongs to the family Asteraceae.  It also receives other names like calom e browband
headstall, wonder, mirasol, tlapololote, teja corn.  Acahual, is a word of Nahuatl origin that is etymologically atl (water)
and cahualli (left, abandoned, without).  The seeds are edible and oilseeds, a very thin oil is extracted from it.  Its flowers
look like a Sun and are always looking towards it.

acaiaca
It is the name of a Brazilian city in the State of Minas Gerais.  He is recognized as "The Princess of la mata", by being
considered the city clean and neat from the Brazil.  It is word of Tupi origin and is the common name used in the region
to call Brazilian cedar, a type of Cedar that is common in Colombia, Venezuela and Brazil.  Its scientific name is Cedrela
odorata and belongs to the family Meliaceae.  It is also known as cashew.  acayu or especially bitter cedar (Colombia).

acajutla
It is the name of an El Salvador municipality, located in the Department of Sonsonate.  It is an important port on the
Pacific Ocean, El Salvador.  In language Nahuatl meaning sprouting of reeds or cane.  Some say that it means burned
Reed resprouts.

acajú
It is one of the common names of a tree in the family Anacardiaceae, native to the Amazon basin.  Receives also the
common names of cashew, cashew, cashew, Marañón chestnut, caguil or merey.  Its scientific name is Anacardium
occidentale.  A corrosive oil can be obtained from its seeds and their nuts are edible and nutritious.  It has medicinal
uses, and its wood is reddish.  It only exists in Brazil, Venezuela, Colombia and Peru.

acal
In language Náhuatl means House or cottage on the water.  It means boat, canoe, boat, small boat.  Boat or paddle
boat.  It is also the acronym of Academy of Sciences of Latin America (ACAL).

acalacas
The acalacas are a large winged ants.  In some regions of Colombia are known as culonas, where they are edible.  In
Colombia and Venezuela also are told pelletized, hormigas culonas or mayeras ants.  Chitacana say them in Mexico
and Central America zompopo or zompopo may.  Its scientific name is Atta laevigata and belongs to the family
Formicidae.

acalaxana
It means that it is a product that belongs to the collection of fashions, costumes or accessories Acalax, Genoa.  Indian
tribe that dwelt in New Spain (Mexico).  Acallis, Acavanis, or Acambaros.

acalculias
Plural of acalculia .  It means inability to calculate, no calculation. It is the name in Medicine, of a mental incapacity that
does not allow to understand numbers and mathematical concepts, so the patient cannot perform numerical operations
or calculations of any kind.   It's a mental pathology.

acalefa
It is one of the common names receiving the pelagic jellyfish or shallow.  It is also called luminescent jellyfish.  Its
scientific name is pelagia nocticula and belongs to the family Pelagiidae.  It is located in the Atlantic Ocean and the
Mediterranean Sea.



acalefo azul
It is the same aguamala or a kind of jellyfish, aguamar.  Its scientific name is Rhizostoma pulmo Rhizostomatidae family.
 It is a coelenterata that abounds in the Mediterranean.

acalia
One of the common names given to grass is canamera, bismalva or Marshmallow.  Its scientific name is Althaea
officinalis and belongs to the family Malvaceae.  Cultivated since ancient times.  It has medicinal uses.

acalicino
It literally means without calyx.  In Botany refers to the type of flower that lacks sepals.  Asepalo.

acalifas
It is one of the common names of plants of family Euphorbiacae garden.  Its scientific name is Acalypha wikesiana,
which also has medicinal uses (basically to control fungal or bacterial).  It has shown certain values to counteract the
action of candidiasis, other mycoses and even from Staphylococcus aureus.

acalíptero
It is the castilianization of the Latin word Acalipterae.  It is a variety of Diptera of the family Muscidae, to which belong
the flies.  They are characterized by having two the without transverse suture.  They are flattened and sometimes
without wings.  Usually they are ectoparasites.

acallaba
It is an inflection of silence.  .  It means silence, gag, shut, force, quiet, calm, intimidate, appease, convince.  Force to
keep quiet.   Prevent that it express his opinion.

acallaban
It is an inflection of silence.  It means do silence, silence, not to allow someone to talk or to speak.

acallan
It is an inflection of silence.  Means mute, gag, placate, soften, intimidate, force, quieting, convince, calm.  Not allow to
speak or express themselves.

acallar
It means silencing.  Don't let anyone talk or pronounce.  Prevent it from manifesting itself.  It can also mean calming,
placating, shutting up

acallar un rumor
It means clarifying a situation, explaining or clarifying something that is said.  To disprove a gossip.

acallaremos
It is an inflection of silence.  It means silence, intimidate, gagging, calm, quiet, placate, force.

acallaré
It is an inflection of silence.  You mean do silence, silence, intimidate, gagging, force, calm, placate, convince.



acaloniar
It means Backbiting, making false accusations, falsely accusing, dishonor.

acalorado
It is an inflection of acalorarse or raging.  It means feeling more heat.  Increase the chill.  Stifled outed, tired, inflamed,
irritated, violent. It also means darkened, angry, furious, bravo, exalted.

acaloramiento
It means greater than normal heat sensation, I choked.  , embarrassment.  It also means anger, fury, rage, enraged,
exaltation, violence, irritation.

acalorar
It is the Act of giving or receiving more heat that is.  It means quell, embarrass, sweating, fatigue, Excite, inflame,
snatch, irritate, enrage.

acaloren
It is an inflection of acalorarse.  It means warm, feel a lifting of temperature, suffering from the effects of the heat.  It is
synonymous with suffocate, embarrass you, fatigue, sweating.  It can also mean rage, put bravo, rage.

acaloró
It means climbing tone or temperature.  Bother, please bravo or bad temper, rage.  It is an inflection of flurried or
acalorarse.

acalote
It is one of the common names in Mexico overlooking the Tantalus wader mexicanus, which belongs to the family
Ardeidae.  Also known as ibis Mexican or Mexican garza, hoco.

acalotes
It is a name given in Mexico to a Plover-like waders.  Path that is cleared in the reeds and aquatic plants to allow the
passage of canoes.  In language Nahuatl Acalotl means pond.

acalpican
acalpican is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Acalpican" as meaning:<br>Acalpican, or Acalpican of
Morelos, is a small town in the municipality of Lazaro Cardenas in Michoacan, Mexico.

acamama
Puquina or possibly Aymara language it means dark.  It thus designated to land close to Cusco, prior to the
establishment of the Incas in Peru.

acamar
It can mean lying on the ground, lying down.  It is also the action executed by a strong wind, which causes the plants to
lie on the ground.  Lie down, lie down, acamar.  Also in Astronomy is the name of a star in the constellation of Eridanus. 

acamaya



Acamaya is a common name given in Mexico to Prieto shrimp or shrimp River.  Its scientific name is Macrobrachium
acanthurus is the family Palaemonidae.  Also called water shrimp Dilce and can reproduce in ponds.

acanalan
It is an inflection of grooving.  It means making channels, make ditches, forming stretch marks.

acanayuto
It is one of the names given to a nomadic or semi-nomadic people of northern Colombia and Venezuela.   Its largest
settlement is in the Serranía de Perijá.  They are of Caribbean descent. 

acanceh
Acanque is pronounced.  It is the name of a town and a Mexican municipality in Yucatán.  It is an important Mayan
archaeological centre. It is very close to Mérida.  The Word as such means "deer moan".

acandi
The correct term is Acandi.  It is the name of a municipality in the Department of Chocó in Colombia.  It has some
beautiful beaches where sea turtles nest.  For Gilberto: In Colombia there are city halls and police stations, today there
are only departments and special district.  The Word as such, means River of stone, in indigenous languages

acandilados
It means enceguecidos by light.  Dazzled.  Affected by strong light.  They can also be asking by Cliff (with a t), you mean
barranco, coastal cliff.

acanelados
It means that it has taken the color Tan or Tan, product of the action of the Sun's rays.  It also means that it has taken
the taste and the smell of cinnamon to add this condiment.  Sweets or desserts that sprinkle you cinnamon powder on
top.

acanga
In Portuguese it means pepa, seed, walnut, a fruit grain.  Also cranium.   (Used as well in Brazil).  This word is of
indigenous origin.  It is also a company of corporate solutions and enterprise in Brazil.  They dictate courses of training. 
It is also a way to call the Moorhen, guinea fowl.

acange
Colloquial and distorted way of pronouncing Archangel in Puerto Rico.  Archangel is an American singer of Latin origin. 
It also means militiaman, military, soldier, Hussar, or standard bearer of the Turkish army.

acanocarpos
I think that the question is Acantocarpos.  In Botany are the fruits that are covered with spines or quills.

acanogar
It means give way to canoe, hollowing, grooving.  Extract or carve wood of the inner part of a trunk, to form a canoe. 
Acanoar, carve.  Used in Colombia and Central America.



acansinar
It means exhausted, leave without force, it looks very tired.  Making drag toes.  Also means boring, annoy, disturb.

acantáceas
It is the name of the hispanicized family of plants also known as Avicenias.  They belong to the botanical family
Acanthaceae.  This family also includes a genre of interest, widely used as an antidepressant, called Justiciaceae
(hispanicized: Justices).

acanthophis
It means snake with thorn or snake that has thorn.  They refer to having a spine-shaped stump or tip on the tail, which
they use to look like an insect and attract prey.  It is the name of a genus of very lethal snakes, from Oceania and
Auatralia.  They belong to the Elapidae family.  Etymologically it is formed from the Greek roots acantos (thorn) and ofis
or ophis (ofidio).

acanthosaura
Reptile with thorns.  It is a class of reptiles in the family of iguanas belonging to the Agamidae family.

acantia
It is the ancient name of the taxonomic genus of the bug.  Cimex is currently called, they belong to the family Cimicidae
and they are blood-sucking insects.

acantilado
It is a kind of landform arising on the coasts where the relief is cut abruptly, almost in a vertical manner.  Coastal cliff. 
You can submit costa in the very deep canyons of rivers, when it is large is called farallon.  Most of the fjords there are
also cliffs.  They make up highly erosion-resistant rocks and wind erosion, are almost always rocks of sedimentary
origin.

acantis
In Greek mythology, Acantis or Acanthys, was one of the daughters of Antinous and Hippodamia.  Sister of Acanthus . 
For the pain of her brother's death, she cried permanently, so the gods transformed her into a bird to calm her down. 
Name of a genus of birds of the family Fringilidae (Acanthys), to which the canaries, the goldfinches or the finches
belong.  Canary, finch, goldfinch. 

acantodio
Group or set of spines by way of fins that are found in many fossil bone.  It is also the name of a fossil sharks that were
also known as spiny sharks class.

acantonados
Plural of cantonment.  It means distributed and housed according to a military order.  They take refuge or stay in a
canton or in a barracks.  Camped.

acantonamos
It is an inflection of disarming.  It means camping, overnight.  Direct, accommodate and prepare the troop on a site next
to the combat.  Emplacement, barracks, set, install.



acantonan
It means overnight, they barracks.

acantonarán
It is an inflection of disarming.  It means overnight, barracks, organize the troop or prepare it for combat.

acantonas
It is an inflection of disarming.  It means camping, overnight.  Direct, accommodate and prepare the troop on a site next
to the combat.  Emplacement, barracks, set, install.  Strictly fulfill a task.

acantorrino
Etymologically it means with a horn on the nose or nose tip or sharp.  It is a marine fish.  Also called horned fish, fish,
boxfish horned cow, fish Bull.  Its scientific name is Lactoria cornuta and belongs to the Ostraciidae family.  When it is
too stressed it releases a very toxic enzyme.

acantorriza
Etymologically, acantorriza means with thorns or points at the root.  It is a type of palms of the Caribbean and Central
America.

acantosis nigricana
Acanthosis nigricana is incorrectly written and should be written as Acanthosis nigricans.  being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is Acanthosis nigricans.  It is a skin disorder characterized by Hyperkeratosis and hyperpigmentation by
what the skin takes on the appearance of being thicker and darker, as if it were dirty.  It occurs usually in the folds of the
skin.

acantódidos
The acantodidos or acantodios, was a kind of extinct sharks known as spiny sharks.  Acanthodii, extinct class of
cartilaginous fishes.  They appeared about 430 million years ago.  Fossil sharks.

acantópodo
For etymology it means that they have spines, hooks or hooks in the feet or legs.  It can be used to refer to insects that
have spines or hooks on their legs.  Such as crickets, locusts and beetles.  It is also used to designate bottom fish that
have transformed into lateral spines, fins as roncho or doghouse and catfishes.  They belong to the order Siluridae and
the family Loricariidae.

acantum
The correct term is Acanthum.  It is a Latin word that means acanthus leaves.  It is the name of a restaurant in Huelva,
Spain.  He has specialties in fish and seafood.

acanutado
It has form of Canute or that it is built with tubes.  In plants such as sugarcane, guadua and bamboo, a SPLIFF, is the
space of the stem between a knot and other.  Internode, Canute.  Piece of pipe or rod which can cover ends.

acaparaban
It is an inflection of hoarding.  Save for speculative purposes.  It means to accumulate, store, hide, hide, speculate,



amass, retain.

acaparador
Person who hoards .  Person who acquires, accumulates and retains things or products, in order to obtain greater
economic benefits by not allowing others to trade it.  They usually commit abuses by raising prices excessively. 

acapela
Acapela is incorrectly written, and should be written as "A Cappella" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is a
cappella.  It is a Latin phrase.  It is a form of singing loudly, in an Unscripted format, and almost always without musical
instruments.

acapetagua
It is most suitable Acapetahua.  It is the name of a Mexican municipality in the State of Chiapas.  In language Náhuatl
means "those who use (or have mats of reeds".  Acapetahua is a Mexican town near the border with Guatemala.

acara
In the classical Hindu Law, are Community rules, customs or patterns of behavior in a particular social group.  It is an
inflection of acarar which means face to face, face, face, put two people face to face.

acaraí
It is the name of a State Park in the State of Santa Catarina, Brazil.  There is protected coastal area, its forest and their
biomes.  It is the name of some mountains or the Brazil forest and wet saw, located to the South of Guyana and which
forms border between the two countries.

acaramelado
In Colombia it means caramel color.  The term is widely used to imply that someone is very happy in the company of
their loved one and that many signs of affection are given.  That makes pechiches or caresses to the loved one. 
Caramel inflection, which means to cover with a layer of candy or caramel something (Cooking). 

acaramelados
It means dedicated to the pechiches or to the mimes.  With many tokens of love.  Dedicated to the caresses and
displays of affection.  That have caramel (sweet).   That taste like candy or they have that color.

acaramelar
It is the action or effect of place or add a cover of candy to a dessert.  Sweeten.  By extension be very sweet and loving
couple.  Flavor of caramel.

acaramelo
It is an inflection of caramelize.  It means placing a layer of caramel to a dessert or ice cream.  It should be used to refer
to be pampering many verb caramelize, therefore you must add me.

acaraya
It is one of the names of some very colorful tropical fish of the Amazon basin, also called akaras, akaris or akars.  Are
highly sought after by the aquarists.  The larger species are edible.  They belong to the family Cichlidae (that also is
called cichlids).  It is clarified that acaraye, akara or acarajé, Brazil is also a dish of African origin, of beans, peeled,



marinated and fried in balls.  Akaraya is also the name of a company of Informatics in Indonesia, located in Jakarta.

acariciar
It is the action or effect of give or perform caresses.  Rosar, rub, pamper, thumb, imagine, wish, hope, expect.

acariciará
It's a petting inflection.  It means rubbing, pampering, pampering, sobar.  Figuratively it is to desire, to wait, to imagine,
to get excited, to be very close to something.

acaricias
It is an inflection of caress.  It is the action or effect of caress.  It means gently touch, rub, make mimes.  Consent,
pechichar.

acariciábamos
It means that we rozábamos, we were very close, close.  We are longing.

acaricida
It is a chemical product, which is an insecticide or pesticide, selective, specific to eliminate mites.

acarigua
It is a Venezuelan town, in the municipality of Páez, in the State of Portuguesa.

acarira
It is the name of one of the sons of Vishnu in Hindu Mythology.  One of the names of Kama - Deva, God of love, in hindu
mythology.  In Colombia is a trademark of blouses. It is the name of a chocolate shop in Quito in Ecuador.

acarí
Acari, is the name of a municipality and a district in Peru, is in Caraveli province and in the Region of Arequipa.  Climate
is dry and desert.  Hacarí (with h), is the name of a Colombian municipality in the Department of Norte de Santander.

acarminados
You mean Carmine color or that looks like him.  Red or fire red.  Crimson, Scarlet.

acaroína
It is the name of a disinfectant and bactericidal substance of natural origin and of very frequent use.  It is derived from
wood and its main component is phenol.  It is an aqueous solution, which when prepared takes on a milky appearance. 
It is also called Manchester fluid, zotal and creolin. 

acarralas
It's a criction of hauling.  It means accommodating within a corridor, trail or lane.  Also in textiles is to leave a free space
between two threads.  In viticulture is the loss of grape clusters due to frost.

acarrascado



It means that sounds or looks like or has the form of the holm oak or guacharaca.  That resembles the oak.  Sound
produced by touching an instrument musical friction or scraping, as of the guacharaca, güiro, or the oak.

acarrea
Inflection of hauling. Means transport, carry, transfer, drive, carry. If it refers to damage, evils or misfortunes, does
cause, cause, result, produce. It denotes effect on something. Hauling is synonymous with fiddling.

acarreadores
They are people or companies that are dedicated to making carries ( in Colombia we say fret buzz ).  In American
football are specialized players to catch a ball or live ball and try to move running as far away as possible without being
stopped by the opponents, runners.  In English they told ball carriers or Carriers.  Holder of the ball.

acarrear
It means to carry, move, transport, drive.  Also: Cause , cause , originate , produce , provoke .  provoke. 

acarreo
It is an inflection of carrying.  It means transporting, moving, taking the furniture from one house to another, moving,
tinkering. 

acarriada
transported is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Carried" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is carried.
It is inflection of hauling. It means transporting in a car or on a cart. Tinker, move.

acartonar
It means giving rigidity of the cardboard.  It lacks flexibility.  It doesn't change.  Figuratively, it is kept within the same
terms or parameters, which handles the same style. 

acas
ACAS is an acronym in English of the Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service (Servicio de Asesoramiento,
conciliation and arbitration) is a public agency and non-governmental assessment of the British Crown.  In Barcelona
and Catalonia is the acronym for the Concordia anti-AIDS Association, ACAS.  Aeronautics is the acronym of Airborne
Collision Avoidance System (ACAS), which means in Spanish system (TCAS) traffic collision prevention.  ACAS is also
the acronym for the Central American Sociological Association.  Plural of aca or aka.  In language Quechua here, aka or
jaca, means Guinea pig, curi, (in plural cuyes).  In Peru is the name of village and district, which belongs to the
Department of Ancash.

acasio
It is one of the two municipalities comprising the province of Bernardino Bilbao, the smallest of the Department of Potosí
in Bolivia.  Other municipality is Arampampa.  Acasio is also the name of one of the two cantons of that municipality;
another canton is Taconi Caine.  Acacio, with c.  It is one of the ways call the acacia tree in the Fabaceae family.  Acacio
was also the alias of a Colombian Bandit called "El Negro Acacio", of name Tomás Molina (or Medina), also nicknamed
"Arturo Guevara".   .

acaso
It happens very rarely.  It means weird, rarity, eventuality, chance, chepa, chiripa, chance, luck, adventure, fortune,
destination, hado.   It happens very rarely.



acasta
It is the name of a geologic formation of gneiss tonalitico hadeico located in the northeast of Canada.  It is a primitive
crustal fragment, considered the oldest known and dated between 4031 to 3580 million years.

acastellanado
He wants to give appearance of Castilian or gives or writes in apparent Spanish a phoneme of a word in another
language.  Write in Spanish pronunciation of a Word from another language.  Hispanicized.  It also means building that
looks like a castle.  Castillejo.

acastellanados
Especially in the Department of Chocó in Colombia, it means reduced, measured or negotiated at Castellanos.  The
Castilians are a measure of different gram weight.  It is equivalent to about 4, 6 grams.  Used for weighing gold.

acatanga
It is one of the common names given to the dung beetle or scinth beetle.  Cucarrón that feeds on manure or feeds its
larvae with manure.  Hairdresser beetle.

acatante
Person who decides to abide by the rules, complier.  Compliant.

acatarran
It means to affect her breathing, that generate you a cold.  Also that generates inconvenience, annoying, uncomfortable.

acatarrar
It is a way of saying get cold, agriparse, suffer it.  Suffer from flu nasal tamponade.

acatarró
It means that harassed intensely upset, it bothered, bothered, he attacked.  It is an inflection of acatarrar.

acatenango
It is a compound word, of Náhuatl origin that means wall of reeds (or reeds of corn).  It is the name of a stratovolcano
and a municipality of Guatemala in the Department of Chimaltenango.

acateras
It is the plural of acatera.  The acatera is one of the common names of a tree plant scientific name Juniperus communis
and the Cupressacae family.  Also known by other common names: Cypress, nebrera, azotacristo, Juniper, gurbizu,
ajarje, anavio, nublera, Elm, pine, sabina.

acates
The correct term is Acates ( 41 own name;.  Faithful companion of Aeneas, characters in the Aeneid of the ancient
Greece.  Old English is provisions.

acatexia
Acatexia is a medical term that means incontinence.  Inability to contain urination.



acatéchilis
There are some bird or songbirds belonging to the fringilidae family, similar to the Canaries, finches or greenfinches. 
They are characterized by having conical peaks and fly in waves.

acatias
It is the plural of acatia.  In language Nahuatl meaning thicken the stem and form the corn stalk.

acatisia
It is a mental disorder that makes the patient not able to remain still.  Inability to stand still.  Desire to be in constant
movement or activity. 

acatista
It is a term from Greek origin, which means that it must be sung of foot ( which can not be sung sitting ).

acato
It is an inflection of abide by.  It means accept, obey, comply, follow, respect, adhere, observe, compromise, subject,
discipline.

acatocarpo
The correct term is acantocarpo.  It means fruit covered with thorns.

acatote
It is the same tree that in Colombia we know as Guamo.  Its scientific name is Inga spp..  or Inga jinicuil, of the family
Fabaceae.  It also receives the names of Cuajinicuil, aguatope of thrush or mountain.  In the Nahuatl language jinicuil
means foot twisted, it refers to the twisted shape of the sheath of the guamá ( 41 fruit;.

acaudalado
A person who possesses many goods, great riches. In Colombia means wealthy, rich, millionaire, accommodated,
opulent, potentate.

acaudalar
It means bring in wealth, accumulate, add, add, increase.  It usually refers to money, goods, resources and water. 
Increase the flow or flows.

acaudillada
It's a squabend to cheering.  It means leading, captaining, directing, commanding.

acaudillar
It is the action of direct, guide, guide, lead, lead, lead to manage a group of people.

acaudillas
It is an inflection of shortly.  It means head, being the leader, lead, lead, lead, lead.



acaulescente
It is a botanical term which means that it tends to lack stem or that it does not.  That it lacks stem plant.  Acaule. 
Without stem.

acay
It is the name of a mountain of the cordillera of the Andes, in Argentina, in the Department of La Poma.  The Nevado
Acay or Abra de Acay is called the "nest of cold wind" or "the white wind nest".  In Brazil, it tells acay, acai and acai, also
known as azai, huasai Palm Palm manaca, manaca Palm murrapo, naidí or murrapo.  It is a plant of fruits are edible and
highly valued for their content of antioxidants and vitamins.  Its scientific name is Euterpe oleracea and belongs to the
family Arecaceae.

acayas
That they originate, reside or have relationship with Achaea.  It was a peripheral region of Greece in the Peloponnesus. 
Until 2011 was a prefecture of Greece.

acayuazá
It is the name of a Paraguayan town, where a battle took place in the Gran Chaco War.  The site is also known such as
Acaguasu, Acaguasa, Timbo or redoubt Cora.  The word is of Guaraní origin and means large head or deer head. 
Cabezón, lion's head.

acayucan
Acayucan is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Acayucan" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Acayucan.  It is the name of a Mexican town in the State of Veracruz.  In Nahuatl language means place full of reeds.

acayura
It is one of the indigenous name that receives the Moré Palma, ( Astrocaryum aculeatum, of the family Arecaceae ).  It
also receives other names such as Tucumán, Tucumán, Alcoyure or Acaguru.  It is used in handicrafts, basketry and
oilseed.

acaz
It is a short form of Jehoacaz.  Mean Asido by Jehovah, gripped by God.  Which the Lord grab.  Lord has gripped. 
Name of a son of King Jotham of Judah ( Great-grandson of Jonathan, son of King Saul ).

acazitli juan
Acacitli (or Acazitli) means in Nahuatl, Rod Hare, Hare sugarcane.  It was the name of one of the founders of
Tenochtitlan, the Aztec Empire.  Father of the founders, according to Chronicles.  Father of the Queen Tescatlán.  In
Mexico, it is used as a name or surname.  Also Acazitli or Acaxitli, was the nickname of Juan de Sandoval, a Mexican
leader who supported the viceroy Antonio de Mendoza with his men to suppress the revolt of the chichimecas.

acáchul
acachul is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Acachul" as meaning:<br>It is an endemic wild Bush of Los
Tuxtlas, Veracruz, Mexico.  Its scientific name is Ardisia compressa, of the family Myrsinaceae.  He receives other
names like tropical Capulin and Capulin sour and Chagalapoli.  With macerated fruit and some brandy prepares a liquor
for popular consumption.  Cool drinks and iced drinks are also prepared.

acántido



It is a new genus of insects, of South America, resembling bedbugs or aphids.  Acanthidae.

acápite
Mean paragraph, paragraph.  Initial part of a text that gives the name to the writing.  Fragment.  Text written part, but
that makes item (paragraph separated by point to part).  Heading, title, label.

acárida
It means relative to mites.  Related to mites.  Which belongs to the family Acaridae.  You mean tiny, very small. 

accad
It was one of the names that a city of Mesopotamia was known.  Also known as Acadia, Akkad, Accad or Akkad.  The
city of dell'Accademia was founded by Sargon.

accedes
It is a turning point of access.  It means to enter, enter, accept, permit.

accedían
It is a turning point of access.  It means enter, enter, accept, agree, allow, approve.

accequible
This word is a mistake of diction.  The right thing is affordable which means that you can achieve, acquire or get.  It is
also correct accessible which means you have access, which you can enter or is understandable, easy-to-treat or
understand.

accesoría
The correct term is accessory, without accent.  It means extra, superfluous, secondary, incidental, circumstantial.

accesos
Sites that can be input to a given site.  Entrances, doors, income, roads, arrivals.

acchi
Acchi or Acchi Kocchi, is the name of an animated Japanese television series, translated here and there and is the
romantic genre.  Acchi (terrase) is also a Japanese word meaning beyond.  Action or acchi means bird of prey, Vulture,
which has claws (the technical term for birds of prey, is Accipitridae, birds with claws on the legs, birds of prey).

accidentabilidad
The accident is the possibility of accidents according to the statistics from occurring.  This data is removed from the
number of people exposed and the rate of accidents presented during a period of time (accidents).  Does this mean that
accidents and accident rate is not the same: the first thing is possibility or probability and the second occurrence.

accidentadas
In Colombia is synonymous with ravines, steep, with many variations of level and inclination.



accidentalidad
It is the proportion of accidents that occur on a given population or sample.  There may be accidents in the home, in le
transit, labor, etc.

accidentalmente
You want to say surprisingly, in an unexpected way, fortuitously, as it happens, eventually.

accidente
It means mishap, Peripeteia, catastrophe, setback, incident, misfortune.  Grim fact that occurs unexpectedly.   Different
forms of geography or topography.

accio
Accio is incorrectly written and it should be written as Accio ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Accio ( 41 own name;.  Is the name of a place in Greece ( Gulf ) Gulf of Arta or Ambracia, where Antony and Cleopatra
were defeated by Agripa.

accionamientos
It means putting into operation, put into action.  In Colombia is used as synonym of runs, made interventions, drills and
performances.  Activities or developments of the processes.

accionan
It is an inflection of triggering.  It means put to run, operate, Act, do, intervene, maneuver, manipulate, fight, fight.

accionar
A form of acting, way of demonstrating.  It means operate, activate, operate, start, start, Act.  Get into action.

accionáis
It is an inflection of triggering.  It is a verb that indicates handling, placing in service, to operate.

acciones
The actions are the same as acts, events, performances, works, maneuvers, movements.  Roles values or each of the
parties in which the capital of a company is divided.  Battles.

accionista
Capitalist, contributing Member of a company.  Stock.  Possessor or owner of the actions of an entity or business
enterprise.  Partner.

accionistas
People who are the owners of the shares of a company or society.  People who are part of a society of a financial or
commercial nature.  Capital contributors.  Partners.

accionó
It is an inflection of triggering.  It means put to operate, maneuver, manipulate, activate, move, operate, turn on.



acción
Fraction in which divides the initial capital of a company according to the number of partners and contributors of each
capital.  Activity, event, fact, intervention, maneuver, movement, battle, combat, fight, confrontation.

accipitre
Accipitre is not a word the Spanish language but from the latin which means Falcon.  By this word originated the term
used in biology to the Accipitridae family, which includes birds of prey like the Eagle, the Harpy Falcon and Vulture.

accisia
It is a word of Latin origin and means deterioration.

accitano
It means that he is a native of Gaudix, a city in Spain in the Province of Granada (Andalusia).  Synonymous with
guadijeño.  Natural of the ancient region of Acci. 

accípitrido
The correct term is accipitrido.  It is the muteness of the Latin word Accipitridae, which is the name of a family of birds,
known as diurnal raptors or birds of prey.

accocay
accocay is incorrectly written, and should be written as Accolay being its meaning:<br>I think that they asking Accolay. 
It is the surname of a famous violinist, conductor, composer and Professor named Jean-Baptiste, in the romantic era. 
He was born in Brussels, Belgium.  ,

accos
In Argentina is the acronym of the Civil Association of community communications.

accrington
It is the name of an English town of the County of Lancashire (district of of Hydnburg).  It has a football team, which
bears his name and plays in the third Division of English.  It was a cotton Center in Britain.

acebal
It is a place populated by Holly (shrub Ilex family Aquifoliaceae aquifolium).   Full of Holly land.  Carrascal, cardonal. 
Holly is also named cardon, carrasco, mistletoe, aquifolia.  In Argentina is the name of a town in Rosario, Santa Fe
Perovincia.

acebedo
It is a surname of Spanish origin (Basque).  There is also and in Colombia is most common Acevedo.   It is the name of
a Spanish municipality, in the municipality of Valdegovía, in the province of Álava, Spain.

acebibe
Dried grapes, dehydrated grapes but partially.  Grapes raisins, raisins. 

acebillo



It is one of the common names of a medicinal plant.  It is also denomminated, holly, butcher's broom, broom,
chumbarba, brush, wand of St. Joseph.  Its scientific name is Ruscus aculeatus and belongs to the Asparagaceae
family.  It is used for treatments of hemorrhoids, varicose veins, feblitis and arthritis.  It is diuretic. 

acebo
It is a form of call trees also known as Aleppo, dwarf, Cedars, Oaks, acebiños.  The scientific name of some is Ilex
aquifolium in the Aquifoliaceae family.  They are also called thus Oaks or Oaks that are of the family Fagaceae, which
are of the genus Quercus.  Maples, also often them tell asares, Holly or orones.  A les has the scientific name Acer
opalus of the family Sapindaceae.  Mistletoe is also called Holly, League or visco and is a plant of the family
Santalaceae (scientific name Viscum album).  Holly is the name of a river of Asturias in Spain, a municipality in the
province of Cáceres and a town in the municipality of Molinaseca in the province of León.

acebuchinas
They are the fruits of a variety of olive tree called acebuche.  It is a hybrid of the common olive ( Olea European ) with
the Wild olive ( Olea Sylvestris ) , so its technical name is Olea europea x Sylvestris.  It has its smaller size olives and
produce more oil.

acechado
It is an inflection of stalking. It means secure, spied, glimpsed, scrutinized, observed, threatened.

acechanzas
Mean is the Act of monitoring, stalk, observe, threaten, loitering or ambush.

acecharán
It is an inflection of stalking.  You mean spying, observe, discern, monitor, squinting, threaten.

acechábamos
It is an inflection of stalking.  It means watch, spy, snoop, observe, discern.  Prepare for assault or catch someone
careless.

aceche
It's also a stalking inflection that means spying, watching, glimpseing, observing.

acecinadura
It is affection or result of salt and aerating the meat for its conservation.  Salar, salonar.

acecinar
It is the same as salt or salonar.  Salt and aerating the meat for its conservation.

aceda
It's a way to call sour milk.  Acid, sour, vinegar. 

acedera
In Colombia is the name of a very common herbaceous Plantic.  It has medicinal uses.   Also known as Alleluia, clover,



clover acid, vinegar or nacedera.  Its scientific name is Oxalis acetosella and belongs to the family Oxalidaceae.  In
Europe they also say Sorrel to several plants of the genus Rumex and belong to the family Polygonaceae.  They are
common as cruet, perucho, mardiasca or Sorrel names.  In Colombia it is called sorrel.  It is considered toxic.

acederilla
In Colombia is the name of a very common herbaceous Plantic.  It has medicinal uses.  Also known as Alleluia, clover,
clover acid, vinegar, purslane or nacedera.  Its scientific name is Oxalis acetosella and belongs to the family
Oxalidaceae.   It is considered toxic.  It contains many oxalates.

acediana
It is one of the common names of a plant.  Also referred to as footrope, amaranta, flower of love, mucus from Turkey.  Its
scientific name is Celosia argentea and belongs to the Amaranthaceae family.

acedillo
acedillo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Acedillo ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Acedillo is a
former municipality of Castilla La Vieja ( Spain ) , Province of Burgos.

acefalismos
They are movements that tended by ignoring the authorities or leaders and only intended to the mass or the common to
be decide.  Anticaudillismos.

acefalista
A person who does not recognize the authority or leadership.

acegua
The correct term is Aceguá.  It is the name of a municipality in the State of large river of the South, Brazil.  There is also
a municipality with the same name in Uruguay and belongs to the Department of Cerro Largo.  They are border, but it is
the clearest example of the brotherhood of peoples and that there should be no borders.  It is similar to the case of
Leticia and Tabatinga (Brazil and Colombia).

acegueros
It is the plural of aceguero.  A person who collects dry wood.  person who acquires green or dry firewood without use of
tools.

aceitan
It is an inflection of oiling.  It means impregnating oil, pour or smear oil.  Lubricate.

aceitaremos
We lubricaremos, we ungiremos.  It is an inflection of oiling.  It means oil, anoint, smear.

aceite
In Colombia is the name of a tree, also known as arary, aceitemaria, barcino.  palo maria, mario, guanandi, calambuco. 
Belongs to the family Calophyllaceae (formerly Clusiaseae) and its scientific name Calophyllum brasiliense or
Calophyllum mariae.  It is the generic name of any liquid.  Additive, lubricant.



aceite de canola
It is a very special type of oil, which is made with oilseeds, turnip or raps.  Oil extracted from Brassica napus seeds from
the Brassicaceae family. 

aceitilla
It is a herbaceous plant scientific name Bidens odorata.  It is very common and has many common names such as:
white Shoto, you milpa, ricilla, saetilla, white rose, rosetilla, white rosette, mozoquelite, acahual, white acahual mozote. 
40 Asteraceae family; Compositae ).  The leaves are consumed as milkweed.  In Colombia we say Cadillo.  Seeds are
spread by attaching themselves to the clothes.  It is a weed and pest in crops.

aceitillo
It is one of the common names of a tree.  Its scientific name is Copaifera officinalis and belongs to the Fabaceae family. 
Other common names of this tree are: copaiba oil, rosewood oil, tacamaca, copai.  It has medicinal uses.

aceitoso
It means it looks like oil.  It has the characteristics of the oil.  Greasy, oily. 

aceituna
It means olive or olive fruit.  It is a very oily succulent drupe, edible fruit.  Fruit in drupa of olive, olive or olive tree (Olea
europea Oleaceae family).

aceitunas
Olive fruit that serves as a dressing and of which very fine oils can be removed.  Fruit of the olive tree, also known as
Olivera, aceituno or acebuche.  Its scientific name is Olea europea.  The Wild olive is Olea europea var..  Sylvestris,
therefore it is an improved hybridization ( European Olea Sylvestris x.  They are the family Oleaceae.

aceitunero
Lot of olives.  Tree, olive tree, olive tree.  Receptacle containing olives.  Cultivator of olives or olive Harvester.  Name of
a song by tide.  Center of the olives.

aceituno
In Colombia is the name of a tree's scientific name Simarouba amara of the family Simaroubaceae.  Other common
names like aceitillo, talchocote.   It has medicinal and industrial uses.  It is also a color (olive green).  In Ibague,
Colombia is the name of a town (and a sidewalk).

acelere
It is an inflection of accelerate.  It means speed up, go faster.

acelhuate
It is the name of a short Salvadoran river.  It is a tributary of the Lempa River.  It is perhaps the most polluted river in the
country.  The name is of Nahuatl origin and means irrigated water or irrigated river. 

acelo
It is the name of a company of supplies of goods in New York.



acemira
In Brazil, is the name of a team of Rugby of Belém do Pará.  In the Tupi language means "those who do to hurt" or
"those who produce pain".  The full name is Associação Esportiva Acemira Rugby.

acendón
Fighter, Warrior, fighter, fighter or kind of Gladiator in ancient Rome.  Generally not used in weapons.

acendrado
Unaltered, meaning clean, immaculate, pure, pristine, perfect, delicate, clean, pristine, Virgin.

acendrados
It is plural of refined and an inflection of acendrar.  Means Immaculate, cleansed, pure, clean, purified, perfect, pristine,
delicate.  It means that defects or imperfections have been removed him.

acenefar
It is the Act of decorating a wall or wall with valances.  Place a row of veneer trim at the top of a wall or wall.

acento
It is the best voice over a syllable.  allow particular and own language.  Characteristic and way particular to pronounce or
tone language.  Way to emphasize, underline, highlight, underline, highlight.  Speech, apostrophe, tilde.

acentp
acentp is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Accent" to be its meaning:<br>Place of the word or syllable which
makes emphasis or best voice to pronounce it.  It does not necessarily indicate that to write you perform tilde, as there
are rules in our language that establish when they carry a tilde and when not, but if they are tilde, is there, in that
syllable, where it should be located. Leave or intonation characteristic has every language and every region of a country,
so speak the same language.

aceña
It is an aquatic plant.  It is one of the common names of cattails, rush, enea, acenia, bayunca or esadana.  Its scientific
name is Typha latifolia, of the Thyphaceae family.  Also the aceña or acenia is a specialized wheel used to derive water
from a stream and directed at an irrigation canal.  Diversion dam, hydraulic mill.  Aceña is a word of Arabic origin and
means forklift.

acepar
In the Colombian indigenous cultures is a punishment consisting of holding the hands of the offender in a trap.

acepcia
The correct term is asepsis.  It means disinfected, you have no germ that produces infection.  Sterile, sterilized.

acepciones
Senses in that you can take a word or expression and that, once accepted and recognized by the application, is
expressed in the dictionaries definition. Definitions accepted by a language.



acepción
Meaning, each one of the meanings that are accepted from a Word, each of the ways of using a term, each of the
senses has a word in a language it means.

acepilles
Inflection of stalking , .  It means straightening the hair with a brush or cleaning the clothes with the bristles of a brush. 
Brush. 

aceptables
In Colombia it means regular.  OK, average.  That you meet the minimum requirements, which are within the average. 
Allowed consented, tolerated, admitted, authorized, approved.

aceptaremos
It is an inflection of accept.  Means approve, support, access, tolerate, indulge, authorize.

acequión
It is an augmentative of acequia.  Canal grande and much flow.  Gutter, zanjón. Also called Canal to a pipe, Creek or
Brook.  In Spain.  The Canal is a place of Albacete, which is also known as el Acequión lagoon.  It is a site of
archaeological interest with fortifications of stone, dating back to the bronze age.

acer
It is the name of a company from Taiwan engaged in the production of computers.  In Botany is the name of a genus of
plants belonging to the family Sapindaceae.  Popularly known as maple trees (trees).   Some smaller receive names of
oron, aciron, grilling.  The word acer in latin means sharp.

acera
Inflection of steeled.  It means add a sheet steel.  Add or add steel, coated with steel.  In Colombia is the walking path
on the side of a road, street or road.  Strip for the movement of pedestrians.  You sidewalk sardinel, parapet.  In
Argentina they say sidewalk.

acerado
You can have two meanings.  It is coated steel or having wax.  It is an inflection of steeled.  Then cover with steel or
cover with wax.

acerados
It means generally coated steel, stainless steel.   Also used to tell coated with wax.

acerar
It is the Act of covering with a layer of steel sheet.  It is made in order to give properties of stainless steel,

aceratheriinae
It is a family of extinct mammals.  It means beasts without horns.  It was a type of extinct mammal very similar to the
current rhinoceros, but lacked horns.  They lived between the Oligocene and the Pliocene.



aceratherium
It means hornless beast.  It was a type of extinct mampiferos very similar to the current rhinoceros, but lacked horns. 
They lived between the Oligocene and the Pliocene.

acerbada
It means flavored sour, bitter, unpleasant, harsh, foul, foul-smelling.  It is also a synonym of hard, rigorous,
uncompromising, unyielding, rigid, severe, cruel.

acercate
It is an inflection of approaching.  It means lend is approaching, sticking, arrunchar be, approach, lend, approach. 
Applies the meaning to come and go (no accent).

acereros
The Spanish name of an American football team, called Steelers.   They're based in Pittsburgh.  They make steel, they
produce steel.  Related to steel.

acerico
It means pad, pillow, small pillow. 

acerino
It can mean that it contains steel, but I think that they ask for staunch, which means uncompromising, obstinate,
stubborn, tenacious, willful, fanatical, fierce.

acerinox
It means stainless steel.  It is the reference and trademark of stainless pewter products, a Spanish industrial group. 
Acerinox is one of the largest producers of steel in the world.

acería
Steel.  Place where melt iron for steel.  Steel factory.

acero
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is an alloy of iron which is obtained by adding small amounts of carbon
(less than 1%).  It is a very general way of calling the weapons, especially to the sword.  There is also a surname and
steels in ornithology is the taxonomic genus of the hornbills.

aceros
It is the plural of steel.  In Colombia steels (and also the steel), is a surname of Spanish origin.  Germán "El Cuca"
Aceros good, was a Colombian footballer who participated in the world Chile 1962.

acerque
It's a tipping point.  It means pitch, approximating, joining, gluing, assembling.

acerra
It is the name of an Italian town which makes an integral part of the metropolitan area of Naples.  It is also the name of



an Italian diocese in the region of Campania, Naples.  Homeland of Pulcinella.

acertadamente
It means adequate, accurate and appropriate way.  Properly, appropriately.  Execute something so successful or
desirable.

acertado
It's a turning point.  It means to beat, discover, decrypt, guess, find.  Right, accurate, effective.  Give the right answer to
something.  It solves any kind of concerns, questions or problems the right way.

acertar
Mean atinar, hit the target.  Decoding, guess, discover, find.

acertijo
It means charade, problem, hieroglyph, Riddle, enigma.  Statement or sentence difficult to understand.  Question or
problem that is solved by means of analysis and insight.  The name of a character from the enemy of Batman comics.

acertijos
Plural of Riddle.  In a convoluted statement or a hobby that involves guessing a response.  It means Riddle, charade,
trivia, hieroglyph, enigma, problem.

acervo
It is the set of goods or of a group of people have.  Law is the set of practices, criteria and decisions that are part of a
case.  Acerbo, with b, it means that it is very harsh in color or flavor.  That is also very hard or cruel.

acetabulo
The indicated is acetabulum, always with an accent.  It is the hole or socket where the head of the femur is inserted into
the hip.  Cavity of the coxal bone or pelvis .  The cavity or hole where the head of the femur is inserted.  It is shaped like
a bowl, glass, or cup. 

acetal
In chemistry, a type of organic substance whose molecule consists of two radicals is alkoxy United by a carbon and also
have a hydrogen.  Some of these compounds are used as flavorings.  Chemical product resulting from the acetalizacion
(is the transformation of an aldehyde, ketone, or alcohol in acetal)

acetaminofen
It is the generic name of a drug widely used to relieve pain and fever.  Dolex.  Its common name International (DCI) is
acetaminophen.  Acetaminophen may also be called.

acetato
It is another way of calling the music discs.  Disk.  In chemistry is a salt or ester of acetic acid.  Material used for
eyeglass frame.

acetatos



Plural of acetate.  In Colombia was another way to call long term or long plays discs.  Music disk.

acetábulo
It is the hole or cavity is inserted where the head of the femur in hip.  Cavity, the coxal bone or the pelvis.  Cavity or hole
where the head of the femur is inserted.  Bowl, glass or cup shaped.

acetes
In Colombia is the acronym of Colombian Association of Technical Electricians graduated from SENA and technical
institutes.  In Greek mythology he was the assistant of Evandro and organized the funeral of Pala (father of Evandro). 
They are characters of the Aeneid of Virgil.

acetilcelulosa
It is an acetic derivative of cellulose, which is obtained industrially and is used in the manufacture of artificial silk, plastic
foils, varnishes and synthetic fibers.  Plastic.

acetona
The name of a chemical compound is organic liquid, which is obtained from the acetate calcium, acetic acid or gases
from oil.  It also occurs naturally in the human body, by incomplete combustion of fats.  It is very volatile and flammable. 
It is considered a chemical precursor for the production of narcotic drugs.  It is also known as propanone.

acetonuria
In Medicine, it means the presence of acetone in the urine.  It is an indicator that the body is consuming fats to obtain
energy in the absence of adequate glucose consumption. 

acetosos
You want to tell having acidic taste, sour taste. You know vinegar. Perhaps, acetic.

aceviño
It is the name of a tree endemic to the Canary Islands.  Its scientific name is Ilex canariensis.  It belongs to the family
Aquifoliaceae .  It is also called canary holly or canary oak.  In many cases it is also called holly (with b ).  

acevía
It is a genus of fish, also known as dabs that belong to the Solidae family.  They are characterized by having flat body,
living at the bottom of the sea and having eyes by the same side.

acéfalo
It means no head, no leader, no caudillo.  Descabezado.  Movement without leader.

acérrimo
It is a qualifying adjective, meaning decided, convinced, uncompromising.  It means irreconcilable, fanatical, fierce,
stubborn, stubborn, tenacious, strong, extreme, vigorous.

acérrimos
Plural of staunch.  It is a qualifying adjective, which means determined, convinced, intransigent.  It means irreconcilable,



fans, fierce, stubborn, stubborn, tenacious, strong, extreme, vigorous.

acérvulo
It is the sexual structure of the fungi imperfecti or order Melanconiales.  Lot of a fungus hyphae or Assembly. 
Conidiophores.  The word is derived from Latin (acervulus) and means lot, stacking, group.

acéticos
It refers to the flavors of citrus fruit, perhaps. Flavored with rancid wine. Acetic is the plural of acetic. Acetic acid is the
same vinegar.

achacado
In Colombia it means old, desiccated, with damaged or diseased, damaged, damaged, injured, hurt, dilapidated.  It is
also an inflection blamed or attributed.  It means be attributed, endorse, indict, accuse, impute, blame.

achacarás
It is an inflection of blame.  In Colombia has two meanings: one is ajar, damage, aging and another is attributed, foist,
accuse, ascribe, indict, endorse.

achacarse
In Colombia, it means to adjudicate, to seize, to blame, to blame.  It also means deteriorating, ajarseing, avejentarse,
ageing, getting old, deteriorating, filling with aches.

achachila
It means guard or protective.  Spirits tutelary of a town, region or place.  It is also the name of a song in Bolivia, Kala
Marka.

achaco
It's a crimel of blame.  In Colombia it means incriminating, blaming, imputing, accusing, attributing.  It also means aging,
deteriorating, ajar.

achacoso
Sick person, who has or suffers from many ahesians.  Weak.  delicate, sleude.

achaflana
Flattened or trimmed corner.  In Architecture is a way to build a corner (in the form of a chamfer).  It is a chamfering
inflection, which means to build a chamfer-shaped corner (flattened, trimmed).

achagua
South American indigenous people who inhabited the Orinoco basin.  There are currently some redoubts in Venezuela
and Colombia.  Member of a Colombian indigenous tribe, based in the Department of Casanare.  Surname of
indigenous origin, common in the Department of Casanare, in Colombia.  There is also a settlement in Puerto López,
Meta. 

achaguas



South American indigenous people who inhabited the Orinoco basin.  There are currently some redoubts in Venezuela
and Colombia.  Member of a Colombian indigenous tribe, based in the Department of Casanare.  Surname of
indigenous origin, common in the Department of Casanare, in Colombia.  There is also a settlement in Puerto López,
Meta.  Name of a city in Venezuela, which belongs to the State of Apure. 

achalay
It is an expression of surprise of Quechua origin.  It means cute, how beautiful, how beautiful, that good.  Name of a
locality in Río Cuarto , Province of Córdoba , in Argentina .  In Spain, it is an NGO in Madrid, which is dedicated to
children, women and families at risk of social exclusion. 

achalinus
It is the name of a genus of snakes in the family Xenodermidae.  They are characterized by having skin of rare colors
(bright and colorful).  It is found in Southeast Asia.

achamí
It means native to Achame or Achami.  They are two locations in Ghana.  It is also a way of calling the people or ethnic
group Asante, Ashante or Ashanti and their language, of the Akaan group, in Ghana.  It is also a surname in Morocco. 
Last name of a Moroccan football player named Youssef Achami .

achamparse
Take possession of something, usually through illicit means.  It means appropriating, appropriating, settle down, settle,
settle, take root.  It is used in Chile and Argentina.

achantar
In Colombia it means to overwhelm, to humiliate.  To embarrass someone, to embarrass.  It can also mean refraining
from acting, repressing oneself. 

achantarse
In Colombia, it is synonymous with blush, grieve is, be ashamed.  Penalty or shame felt by something that was wrong or
is fixed recklessly.  Humble yourself, hide, be Crouching.  .

achapao
In Colombia means mooring, had, stingy, greedy, cicatero, petty, miserable.  Person nothing giving. 

achaparrandose
It means shrinking it.  Becoming smaller.

achaque
Ailment of old age.  Transient and mild disease.  It is synonymous with discomfort, disease, arrechucho, condition, Vice,
blemish, defect.

achaquiento
A person suffering from many ailments, with many ailments, achacoso.  It is synonymous with weak, sickly, delicate,
doleful, enclenque,



achara
It is a term used in the Philippines that means pickle. 

achará
It means that it causes sorrow or sorrow, that it moves.  It is a term used in Costa Rica. 

achatada
That is shaped Rome, flat or flattened.  It is not sharp or tip.

achatarramiento
It is the action or effect of snchatarrar.  It means turning into junk.  It can also refer to crushing, scrapping or destroying a
vehicle that no longer serves.   Crushing, showing a crushed or flat shape. 

achaté
It is an inflection of achatar.  It means again romo, remove or crush the tip at one end, crushed or flattened to a sphere
shape.  Aesthetics is again smaller and cheeky nose.  Become flat or born.

achatocarpáceas
You want to tell with fruits, that resemble agate.  It is the castilianization of Achantocarpaceae, which is the name of a
family of trees, described by Colombian botanist José Jerónimo Triana.  These plants are typical of South America.

achawa
It is one of the ways to call a Colombian indigenous people settled in the Departments of Casanare and Meta.  It is also
called Achagua.  Name of the language spoken by the same indigenous people and belonging to the Arawak family.  In
Casanare, it is also a surname of indigenous origin.  They used their own coin in ancient times and consisted of shells of
molluscs. 

acheguado
Acheguado means aguado, aguachento, aguachoso, very soft.  It almost always refers to a grain or cereal too cooked.

acheliense
Prehistoric period in which man began to make tools with slabs of stones, developing their first axes, knives and spear
tips.

acheri
It is a spirit or ghost of American folklore, especially of the peoples Chippewa or Ojibwa from the United States and
Canada.  It is represented as the ghost of a young woman that low mountain and produces diseases to children.  The
only drawback is to use a loop or string of red around the neck.  Also tell them fairy Hill.

achernar
achernar is incorrectly written and should be written as "Achernar ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Achernar.  It is the name of a star ( Also known as Alpha Eridani ) , the eighth brightest in the sky and is of the first
importance.  The term is of Arabic origin and means the end of the River, alluding to that is located at the ends of the
constellation Eridanus ( River Eridano ).



acheulense
Achelense is most commonly used and acheilense can also be used.  It is a term used in Archaeology.  It means from
Saint Acheul, which is a place in northern France.  It refers to bifaces or stone slabs that served as tools for primitive
man.

achi
It is the name of an indigenous people of Guatemala and also of its language.  They are based in the Department of
Baja Verapaz.  In Colombia it is the name of a municipality of the Department of Bolivar.  It is located in the Momposina
Depression.  Name of a typical Ghanaian board game.  In Kanji language means to eat meat.

achicabas
It is an inflection of shrink.  In Colombia, it has two meanings.  One is shorten, cropping, reducing size.  The other is to
remove water from a boat with a small vessel.

achicaladito
Delicacy prepared in Mexico consisting of a grilled banana sweetened with honey or sweet.

achicharrarás
It is an inflection of scorch.  It means excess, burn, burn, roast-roasting.  Too exposed to the Sun or heat.

achicharro
In Colombia it is an inflection to squeak or squeak.  It means browning or burning in the sun.  Generate skin burns from
exaggerated sun exposure.  Doro, I burn.

achichay
It is a term used in the Department of Nariño and especially in the cities of Pasto, Túquerres and Ipiales.  .  It means
"how cold!" .  It is a very frequent exclamation given the climate of that area. 

achicorias
Herbaceous plants of medicinal use and grow in cold weather.

achilado
In Colombia means sad, boring, grieving, low note.  Withered. 

achimero
It is the person who is dedicated to sell achimes, jewelry, trinkets and baubles.  It is usually a street vendor.  This word is
used in Central America.  Bisutero, mercachife, baratero, quincallero, crockery vendor, Peddler.

achimes
It is a word that is used in Central America, meaning low value goods.  Gadgets, trinkets, gadgets, baubles, trifles,
nothings jewelry.

achiote
It is one of the common names of a shrub and its fruit.  It is used as a condiment and as a dye.  Its scientific name is



Bixa orellana and it belongs to the Bixaceae family.  It is also called onoto, bixa, bija, urucú, rocú, benis. 

achiperres
Plural of achiperre .  Element of low value, old thing.  It can also mean tool, utensil.  Implement that is used to perform a
work. 

achipilarse
It is to get jealous, suspicious.  Require more attention than you have.  In the eastern plains of Colombia say
Machiriarse.  It is also often used as a synonym for distrust.

achiqué
It's a shrinking inflection.  In Colombia shrinking can mean shortening, reducing size.  It can also mean taking out water
that is inside a small ship or vessel.

achira
Seeds, beads or seeds of the achuru.  Achira is one of the common names of a plant also known as achera achuru,
burdock, papantla, canacoro, maraca, sago, capacho, biri, cucuyus, juquian, chisgua, risgua.  Its scientific name is
Canna indica and belongs to the family Cannaceae.

achiri
It is the name of a Bolivian village on the Pacajes province, la Paz Department.  It is part of the Caquiaviri municipality.

achirilla
Diminutive of achira.  Pepas, beads or seeds of the achurú.  Achira is one of the common denominations of a plant also
known as achera, achurú, bardana, papantla, reed, maraca, sago, capacho, biri, cucuyús, juquián, chisgua, risgua.  Its
scientific name is Canna indica or Canna coccinea and belongs to the family Cannaceae. 

achirlaría
It's a bending achirlar.  It means making soft or more liquid, making something less thicker.  Water, peel, dilute.  It can
also mean embarrassing, humiliating, shaming, ridiculing.  It is a term used in Argentina.

achispado
In Colombia it is the same as on, initiated, copeton.  Refers to a person who becomes cheerful and blissful by effects of
liquor.  Cheerful, blissful, good-humoured.  It has spark or initiative.

achí
In Colombia is the name of a town and municipality in the Bolívar Department, Colombia.  It is on the left bank of the
Cauca River.  In Guatemala it is the name of an indigenous people and their language they speak: They are settled in
the Department of Verapaz. 

achocar
It is to keep tickets in bundles in a bank or in a vehicle carrying values.  It is also hitting someone with a stick on the
head.



achocaya
The more appropriate term is Achocalla or Achucalla.  It is the name of a Bolivian municipality, in the Pedro Domingo
Murillo province, la Paz Department.  In the Aymara language, is the name of a small mustelid the marteja or weasel-like
mammal.

achocote
The Achocote is similar to chicha fermented corn drink.  It is consumed in several Mexican States in rituals of planting of
crops.

acholaban
In Colombia has two meanings: one is to etch it, scorch it, put themselves under the Sun too long.  .  The other meaning
is to prepare a fruit salad with crushed or shaved ice.  Hail, prepare cholados.

acholado
It means that it looks like cholo.  In Ecuador, the son of an Indian and a mestizo is called cholo. 

acholados
acholados is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Cholados" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
cholados. It is the plural of cholado. It is an exquisite preparation typical of the Valle del Cauca in Colombia, through
which a fruit salad is made on a basis of shaved ice. He also tells scraping or raspao.

acholo
It means shame, grief, blushing, shyness. 

achon
The correct term is achon.  It's the way as call the indigenous in Nicaragua.  In Colombia we say indigenous or cucuyus
in a class of insects bioluminescent beetles, which produce light as fireflies.  they belong to the family Elateridae.  They
are also called bugs, saltapericos, cocubanos, taca-tacas, taguinches, copechis, carbuncos.  They belong to the genus
Pyrophorus and the scientific name for the most common species is Pyrophorus noctilucus.  In Paraguay is the name of
one of the hills that form the Sierra de Ybycuí.  It is also the surname of an African athlete born in Uganda.

achorado
Inflection of achorar or achorarse .  It means to be hostile, to fight, to be quarrelsome, bellicose.  Who acts as a choro or
criminal. 

achote
Annatto is a natural dye of red color which is extracted from the tree of onoto.  Colombia is one of the names given in
the Orinoco to a tree, also known as bixa, urucú, bija, onoto, rocu.  Its scientific name is Bixa orellana and belongs to the
family Bixaceae.  Of the extracted a red dye of ancestral and industrial applications.

achotillo
It is the common name given in Mexico and Ecuador to Chinese-mamon, rambutan or licha.  Tree and the fruit of the
Nephelium lappaceum which is a species in the family Sapindaceae.

achroous



It is an English word that means painful, that hurts a lot.

achual
It is the name of a Peruvian Amazon ethnic group.  It is also known as Aents.  They live on the banks of the Huasaga,
Morona and Pastaza rivers in the province of Loreto.

achuchao
It is also used achuchado.  In the south of Colombia it means aterido, frozen, which is very cold.  Taqambien can mean
in other regions spoiled, pampered.  Inflection of achuchar which means to embrace. 

achuchará
It is an inflection of achuchar.  In the South of Colombia (Nariño), mean stroking, pamper, embrace, pampered, is also
sheltering, clothing, shelter, take the cold.  In some parts of Spain it is assault, push, affect.

achucharás
It is an inflection of achuchar.  In Colombia means pamper, pamper, pechichar, caress.  Rocking, rocking.

achucho
In southern Colombia, especially in the Nariño Department, it is a turning point to cying.  It means rocking in the arms,
cradling, raising in your arms and protecting from the cold.  It can also be taken as cold shiver.  In some parts of Spain is
to hit, punish, crush, squeeze.

achuchutl
Watery beans or bean broth.

achupallar
It is to cure diseases with achupalla 40 plants; Tillandsia straminea ) or worms that live in that plant. It is used to make
multiple brews in Ecuadorian traditional medicine.

achupallas
It is a Chilean town in Viña del Mar, Valparaíso, Chile. It is also a station railway in Alberti, Buenos Aires, Argentina.Las
Achupallas are some herbs from the family of the Bromeliaceae.

achuras
It is the set of viscera of a beef, a goat or a sheep, are intended to make roasts. There include intestines, liver, kidney,
heart, etc. Offal.

achuré
It is an inflection of achurar.  It means putting a border or rebordete framing a drawing or map.

achuru
It is the name of a town in Uganda, in the eastern region.  It was also an ancient form of call Palo santo, Guayacán or
Indian rosewood.  It had medicinal uses.



achurú
Pepas, beads or seeds of the achira.  It's a Guarani language term.  It is the name in Guaraní de la achira and is one of
the common denominations of a plant also known as achera, achira, bardana, papantla, reed, maraca, sago, capacho,
biri, cucuyús, juquián, chisgua, risgua.  Its scientific name is Canna indica and belongs to the family Cannaceae. 

achurúes
Seeds, beads or seeds of the achuru.  Achuru is one of the common names of a plant also known as achera, achira,
burdock, papantla, canacoro, maraca, sago, capacho, biri, cucuyus, juquian, chisgua, risgua.  Its scientific name is
Canna indica and belongs to the family Cannaceae.

acia
In Veterinary Medicine joint strand and needle to perform sutures. 

aciago
It is a qualifying adjective that means disastrous, disastrous, unfortunate, tragic, hapless, unfortunate, unhappy, lousy,
unfortunate, unhappy.

aciagos
Plural of Asiago.  It is a qualifying adjective that means disastrous, disastrous, unfortunate, tragic, hapless, unfortunate,
unhappy, lousy, unfortunate, unhappy.

acianos
Plural of cornflower.  Blue-flowered tile.  It is one of the common names of a plant of the family Asteraceae.  Also
referred to as scabiosa, scabious, tile or brush.  Its scientific name is Centaurea cyanus and has blue flowers.

acibar
The correct term is to encir, with tilde.  It is another way of calling aloe or aloe (Aloe vera of the family Asphodeloideae). 
It also means bitter, bitter, bitter taste.  By extension disgust, heartbreak, sadness.

acibaras
It's a swell-inflection to swell up.  It means giving a bitter taste to things.

acibilado
acibilado is incorrectly written and should be written as "Asibilado, asibilar." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
asibilado.  It is an inflection of Asibilar.  It is a process of phonetic change that consists in transforming a no hissing in a
hissing sound.  He had been in Greek dialects and the weekends mostly.  It means to take a sound as of hiss.

acicaladamente
It means decorated very carefully.  Either enlisted or organized.  Arranged.

acicalan
It is an inflection of preening.  It means fix, decorate, compose, dress, dress.

acicarfa



It is the spanishization of the botanical term Acicarpha.  It means it has needles or spikes in the fruit.  It is the name of a
botanical genus of plants belonging to the Calyceraceae family.  Its flowers have 5 petals joined in the form of a star. 
They are known as Quisca Star, Estrellaquisca, Estrella Kiska, Kiska, Rosetilla, Cardo Rosette, Cardo Torito, Toro
Ratty.  They are native to South America.

acicate
Lancet of the Spurs.  Very sharp point of a spur of the fighting cocks.  Stimulus, incentive, sexy, incentive, spur, punch.

acicatea
It is an inflection of people.  It means stimulate, encourage, cheer, instigating.

aciclar
Aciclar is delete cycles, avoid repetitions of facts in a cyclic manner. Avoid routines.

aciclona
It's a turningthrough to cycle.  It means frantic agitating or moving by wind action.  It may refer to a flame or fire, stirred
by the action of a fan.  Enliven, excite.  It shakes and produces noise.

aciculado
It means that you have form of needle, which is long, thin and pointed.  Shape of the foliage or leaves of some conifers. 
It has striations or grooves similar to grooves or scratches from a needle.

acicúleas
It means having needles or needle shape.  They have forms of needles.

acicúlido
It is the muteness of the term Aciculidae.  It is the name of a family of tiny land snails.  They have a few opercula which
cover them when they retract.

acidemia
In medicine it is the increase of hydrogen ions in the blood, which is reflected in the decrease of the pH of the same. 
Acidemia propionic is a hereditary disease caused by a lack of the enzyme Propionyl CoA Carboxylase.

acidez
It's a very common digestive ailment.  Burning pain and stomach discomfort that occurs from eating too much or eating
hot foods or alcohol.  GERD (gastroesophageal reflux disease)  Acid quality.

acidia
It means without worry, carelessness, laziness, laziness, looseness, carelessness, unwillingness, carelessness,
negligence.

acidificante
Which is used to produce acidity.  That produces acidity or acidula.  That makes a substance acidic.  A substance that is
used to reduce or decrease the pH.



acidificar
It means that it increases the degree of acidity, that becomes a more potent acid.  To increase the degree of acidity.

acidifico
It is an inflection of acidify.  Means to turn something acid (soil, layer, etc).  Also you can say acidify.

acidimetrías
Acidity measurements.  Methods to measure acidity.  Techniques to measure acidity.  Each of the tests that are made to
measure the acidity of a substance.  Quantitative method to know the acidity.

acidimétrico
A method used to measure the acidity of a substance.  Used to measure acidity.  The use of litmus paper is a
acidimetric method.

acido
The correct term is acid.  As adjective means sour, acre, vinegared, in chemical is a substance having one pH less than
7.  It is the result of putting in reaction an oxide and water (combination).

acidosis
In medicine, it is an abnormal state of the patient, characterized by an excess of acids in the blood, other bodily fluids
and in the tissues.  Accumulation of acids in the body.

acidófilos
It means "He loves acid."  In dietetics and nutrition, it is the name of a group of probiotics that help digestion.  They are
bacteria that are added to milk and other dairy products, among others are Lactobacillus (casei, Bulgaricus, acidophilus)
and Acetobacter.

acidulan
It's a acidular inflection.  It means to turn acid, to return acid.  Acidify.

acidulante
It means causing acidity.  That by its action is acidula soil.  That you generate acids to decompose or act.

acidulantes
It means that acidulan, they turn or turn acid something.  That cause greater acidity.

acidulce
Taste that have some fruits between sweet and acidic.  It is a characteristic in the taste of some fruits such as peach,
soursop or catuche and anon.

aciduria
It means acidity in the urine.  Exaggerated presence of acids in the urine.



aciende
Amounts is an inflection of Ascend. It means climbing, climbing.

acigarrado
It means it's cigar-shaped.  Which is pure-shaped.

aciguatado
It has whitish or yellowish skin.  It means pale, yellowish, xenopsaris, colorless, Haggard.

aciguatarse
It means becoming nostalgic, saddened. 

acijes
Plural of Acije.  It means stalk, couperose, copper sulfate.  Copper salts.

acilo
In organic chemistry is an acid without the OH radical.  Asylum, s, is an establishment that collects and helps the
helpless.  Amparo, protection.

acimut
It is also correct azimuth.  It means address.  It is the angle of orientation on a vertical plane, compared or taking as
reference the north.

acinesia
It is the same as Akinesia or akinesia.  You want to say without stroke, immobility, rigidity.  It is failure, loss or absence
of movement.  It is a neurological condition.

acineta
It means rigid, still.  Quiet, static.  It is the name of a small genus of orchids.  They are found especially on the Pacific
Ocean coasts in Mexico, Colombia and Peru.

aciniforme
It means that it is shaped like a berry (or grape shape).  It's a kind of fruit, in Botany.

acino
It is a group of specialized cells of a gland that allow secretion.  Cluster.

acioca
It is the name of a Venezuelan industrial company in Barquisimeto.  It stands for automation and Industrial Control of
West Corporation.  It is specialized in the manufacture and maintenance of electronic control boards.  Also in the Peru is
the common name of a medicinal plant of the Andes and used since ancient times.

aciocas



It is the name of a Peruvian indigenous medicinal plant, which even in lieu of the mate in infusions.  Leaves or herbal
teas from the same plant.

acioneros
It means that it manufactures connections or that it is related to them.  Relative to the stirrups.  An action is the strap that
attaches the stirrup to the saddle (Correilla, footrest).  Leather maker.

aciones
Plural of ation.  It is the strap that attaches the stirrup to the saddle.  Correillas, footrests.

acíbar
It means bitter taste, bitterness, despair, disgust, sinsabor, sadness.  "Acíbar lips" is the name of a popular Colombian
song.  It is also another way of calling the aloe or Aloe Vera (Aloe vera Asphodeloideae family).  Product extracted from
Aloe Vera's bitter taste.

acíclico
It means it repeats but without a definite cycle.  It's not cyclical.  That has no uniform cycles.  In chemistry is a compound
whose structure is open (linear or chain).  Aliphatic.

acícula
In Botany is a kind of blade that has the form of a needle or PIN, blade filiform (in the form of wire or strand).  It is the
type of blade that have pine trees.

acklin
It is a surname of English origin and the name of an island of Great Britain.  Barbara Acklin was a singer who died of
pneumonia.

aclamaba
It is an inflection of cheer.  It means cheer, applaud, applaud, vivar, pay homage.


